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Lin Tianmiao’s position as a major Chinese artist seems even more established in light of 
her powerful compilation of two-dimensional works, sculptures, and room-size 
installations at New York’s Asia Society. Held in high regard in China, Lin has become 
adept at portraying the female body as an object of considerable and often unexplainable 
angst; her figures regularly lack heads as we know them and seem to be stuffed with 
cushioned balls issuing from both her neck and thighs. The bodies are created by stuffing 
and sewing cloth, and other objects are wrapped with thread, and are often paired with 
synthetic bones, which give the theatrical installations and sculptures their air of Grand 
Guignol horror. While the emotional aura of Lin’s work tends toward melancholy—or at 
least bemusement—it is clear that she is ambitiously working toward an oeuvre that 
questions women’s second place in the world—not just in China. 
 
Many of the works have a fairly tale ghoulishness about them, universalizing Lin’s art in 
ways that are unusual for a sculptor from Mainland China. Her refusal to make individual 
figures and objects and tableaus that yield easily to analysis emphasizes the uncertain 
struggle women must take up in society, even in China, where supposedly women hold 
up half the sky. Most often the female sculptures are headless and thus faceless, allowing 
Lin to pose questions about identity that are actually conundrums. The general unease of 
the show stems from divided goals: on the one hand, a refusal to mourn the female 
condition, and on the other, a refusal to play out heroic roles. The theme seems to be one 
of metamorphosis and the constancy of change, physical and metaphysical. For example, 
in Here? Or There?  (2002), fanciful figurines, attired in highly eccentric dresses 
streaming with thread, stand in line before a group of tondo video projections, in which 
quiet studies of city streets are abruptly and loudly punctuated by a moment or two of 
heavy street noise, which knifes its way into the viewer’s awareness. The mannequin’s 
tops and skirts seem to signal a quieter if not necessarily a happier time; they lack faces 
and seem imprisoned in their clothes. And the sounds of a crowded city pull us—anyone 
from anywhere—into a recognition of bustling, impersonal activity: the norm of Chinese 
urban life in particular, but extending to the general experience of most citydwellers. 
 
Is the work feminist in nature? It is certainly feminine in its implications, but the 
emphasis remains on uncertainty, so that it is hard to read a political lesson, for example, 
in objects as much masked as transformed by being wrapped with thread. Lin spent eight 
years in New York with her husband Wang Gong-Xin, the video artist, moving there in 
1988; in New York she found an established tradition of provocative feminist art, which 
actually seems to have influenced her less than we would imagine. There is an ennui and 



a preoccupation with death that undercuts a distinctly political interpretation; Lin’s 
themes are finally too universal to be read as politics alone, giving her a strength and 
breadth of purpose whose implications give way to remarkable art. There is a 
photographic self-portrait entitled Focus (2001), in which the artist looks heavy and is 
bald. Part of the right side of her face, including her right eye, is covered over with hair 
and silk and cotton threads; the image has been deliberately made vague, not only there 
but also on Lin’s left shoulder, chin, and cheek, where the same treatment of the images 
occurs. It is as if the artist has been blinded by the thread’s intimacy; by portraying 
herself as hairless, she has also desexualized her image. The consequences are disturbing.  
 
In some ways, Lin is the Chinese equivalent of Kiki Smith, the American painter and 
sculptor who also makes use of the female body to address the inequities of being a 
woman. Yet Smith is involved in a more pugnacious dialectic; her work underscores the 
battle between the sexes. Lin, on the other hand, looks to expand her frame of reference 
in the direction of the female side of the human condition, which, to be sure, possesses a 
political aspect but which is more a statement about the common ground women share. 
This is achieved, as a remarkable environment installed in a single room, in More or Less 
the Same (2011), in which objects ranging from rifles to scissors, often coupled to 
synthetic bones, are entirely covered by thread winding. The color of the thread is a 
neutral gray, while the act of winding is a focused memory for Lin, who recalls sewing 
clothes as a child for her mother. Here autobiography and general gesture collaborate in a 
powerful arrangement of items transformed by a simple procedure, in which the outlines 
are highlighted by the flattening effect of the thread. In combinations that are ludicrous, 
the objects and bones look like the results of a mad scientist intent on grafting together 
strange and extraordinary objects. They make no sense and are generally troubling—as so 
many pieces by Lin are. 
 
Mother’s (2008), in many ways the most ambitious of the works in the exhibition, 
consisted of an all-white room environment that began with covering the walls with 
fabric. Visitors were required to wear white-cloth boots for their shoes, as the floor too 
was covered with cloth. Strange sculptures punctured the visionary purity of the room: 
two dogs, placed at a woman’s crotch or headless neck, sniff or bite at her body; two 
overweight women, supported by poles, face each other, one with a large bowl-like 
opening where her head would be; and the other, whose cranium consists of a slender 
cone coming to a point; and a standing fleshy female figure from whose neck issues forth 
a column of thread that rises toward and partially covers an upside-down triangle of 
spheres. It is a strange but haunting experience to work one’s way around the space, in 
which purity is transgressed by deviant biology.  
 
Mother’s might easily be taken as a psychologically intimate work of art—if only we 
could assign definable meanings to the experience! This is an installation whose meaning 
is ambiguous, which intensifies the atmosphere of the environment but leaves us 
bewildered by the symbolism of the art. If there is a weakness to Lin’s art, it is that the 
ambiguity disguises the artist’s motives, leaving her audience to guess at what she means. 
In this viewer’s experience, the double edge of her symbols enhances the impact of the 



work, even if she calls into question more than she answers. Time will tell if the work 
maintains its virtue as riddling works of substance, or if the puzzles are merely a game. 
 


